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The entropy of electron-positron and ion plasma plays a significant role in the transportation of particles,

momentum, and energy. Drift waves in these plasmas produce central mechanisms for this transport. The

effects on tri-polar and quadrupolar vortexes in epi plasma have been analyzed numerically under various

approximations. As plasma consists of various elements, it is important to understand the effects of entropy on

systems. In this article, we have discussed how entropy affects linear and non-linear equations in the presence

of temperature, equilibrium density, electrostatic potential gradients, and a magnetic field. Additionally, by

investigating tri-polar and quadrupolar vortexes without regard for entropy effect we can find information

about this phenomenon.
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1. Introduction

The entropy gradient affects the movement of energy,

momentum, and mass in plasmas. It is also known that it

plays a significant role in the transport of momentum,

energy, and particles within the magnetic fields. Drift

waves created by epi plasma are responsible for

transporting these substances most efficiently [1]. The

formation of spatial structures related with drift methods

is one of the noticeable reasons for Low Heat transition in

magnetic confinement system likely Tokamaks [2]. The

most efficient means for the unusual transport of ions in

magnetically confined devices are Ion Temperature

Gradient (ITG) driven modes, Trapped Electron (TE)

modes, and Pressure Gradient Ballooning (PGB) modes.

Entropy is a thermodynamic characteristic that defines

the organization of systems. Essentially, entropy quantifies

how many possible states a system has available to it. In

1989, Zhang et al. [3] were the first to observe entropy

fluctuations in space. However, this has consequences

that go beyond just thermodynamics-like processes like

energy transfer or magnetic reconfiguration can also cause

entropy changes. This research then led to investigations

of how entropy affects different plasma models-something

which is still ongoing today. By understanding entropy's

effects on these various systems, we are able to improve

our understanding of fusion plasmas as a whole [4].

The study of both linear and nonlinear drift waves

which are generated by the electrostatic ion-temperature-

gradient (ITG) is important for understanding fluctuations

within Tokamak plasmas as well as the transport of ion

energy [5, 6]. When ion and drift waves move in parallel

to an externally applied magnetic field, a coupled linear

mode of oscillation will occur. This can be observed

when the plasma is heated by a neutral beam. In some

experiments, it was found that density fluctuations

increase with increasing temperature (Ti > 4k) [7, 8].

A number of scientists have looked into the driven

mode of temperature gradient in Tokamak plasmas to

better understand thermal and anomalous transport [9].

Tokamak plasmas have been studied in regards to

anomalous transport. it has been found that small-level

disturbances are related to the existence of ion temperature

gradient modes [10]. The instability in the toroidal ITG

mode is mainly due to impurity effects and magnetic field

curvature [11, 12].
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In this article, we have examined and expanded the

previous work on electrostatic vortices linked with Ion

Temperature Gradient (ITG) driven drift modes in e-p-i

plasmas by M. Azeem and Arshad M. Mirza [13]. The

ion continuity equation and the potential for the creation

of a monopolar vortex in epi plasma were first explored

in our numerical model without the inclusion of entropy

drift, and in the second half, these factors were calculated

in our numerical model with the addition of entropy drift.

The references [18, 19] non-diamond isoelectronic [20-

22] Lithium-Ion, functional organic Zinc-chelate formation

with nano-scaled granular structure and Fluorine-doped

amorphous carbon layer [23, 24], non-thermal plasma,

achieving giant piezoelectricity and on ferroelectric

synapses with excellent conductance linearity is represented

in [25-27].

2. Formulation

We examine non-uniform electron-positron-ion plasma

(EPI) when equilibrium density, magnetic gradients and

ion temperature are present in a uniform magnetic field.

Ion pressure can be maintained by a body force , i.e., a

gravitational force or acceleration of the equilibrium

plasma, or an external electric field.

Mathematically, in the comparison of low frequency

with ion gyro frequency [14]:

(1)

In the above expression, e, mi, c highlights respectively

magnitude of electron charge, mass of ion and speed of

light.

The ion fluid velocity in mathematical form is

(2)

where  is a unit vector in the direction of magnetic

field [15]. Where  is  drift,  is diamagnetic

drift and  is polarization drift. As  is  drift

which is defined as:

(3)

The diamagnetic drift  is addressed as

(4)

Also,  is polarization drift found by an equation of

motion, then by Newton’s second law, we have 

(5)

We take  therefore, Eq. (5), becomes

(6)

Applying cross product of Eq. (6) with  we arrive

(7)

Now by triple cross production, we have

(8)

(9)

 (10)

Invoking Eq. (10) in Eq. (7), we get

(11)

(12)

As  then Eq. (12) reduce

to the following equation

(13)

The equation of motion take the form

(14)

Cross product of Eq. (14) with  we have

(15)

(16)

(17)

Invoking, the above expressions in Eq. (2), we arrive

(18)

Where .

Note that, T' signifies collision less stress tensor, and

 is parallel component of ion fluid velocity [14].

Putting equation (18), into ion continuity equation and

getting ni = no + ni1 and Ti = Tio + Ti1, where 

and .

Mathematically, the continuity equation is addressed as
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(19)

Now implementing

, (20)

Solving each part individually and then invoking in the

above one

(21)

Finally, we have

(22)

Where  is perturbation in

zeroth order ion diamagnetic drift.

3. Solution Methodology

We have examined how magnetic field, density, velocity

gradient and temperature can cause improved ion-acoustic

waves and electrostatic drift waves to develop unstable.

At a certain point in the instability process, nonlinear

effects appear to be significant for some of the perturbed

quantities. To make calculations more straightforward, we

use a dimensionless solution. Let us consider the

following variables [16] 

(23)

For simplicity, we shall drop the s uperscripts prime

[17].

(24)

(25)

and

(26)

(27)

Considering the transformations

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

Invoking above values in Eq. (24), we arrive

(33)

(34)

For more simplification, taking (1), we arrives

(35)

(36)

For further simplifications, divide by o
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(37)

(38)

(39)

4. Tri-polar Vortex

We now seek a stationary solution of eqs. (37-39)

known as tripolar vortex. To find this stationary vortex in

an ion sheared flow in e-p-i plasma, we assume Gaussian

profiles for density, temperature, and magnetic field. This

allows us to approximate KB = KBO + KB1x and KT = KTO

+ KT1x. The effect of the equilibrium perpendicular ion

flow velocity, caused by a radial electric field , is

included in the E × B drift. This is done by expressing the

total electrostatic potential as the sum of an equilibrium

o and a perturbed  potential, where 

It is important to note that the equilibrium potential

profile only applies to linearly varying perpendicular

flows. This is assuming KB and KT are selected, and

without any scalar nonlinearity. Eq. (39) can be rewritten

as follows:

(40)

where 

and although it is very difficult to analytically solve Eq.

(40) for a localized vortex so1ution. However, if we set x1

= x2, then

(41)

The condition of x1 = x2 is a determinant for the phase

velocity of the vortex. f1 is an arbitrary function of its

argument. If perturbations at infinity are minimized, we

obtain

(42)

Inserting T in Eq. (33), this is satisfied by

(43)

Where

(44)

and f2 is an arbitrary function and we take it in the linear

form such that f2() = F2., we obtain

(45)

Equations (44), (45) and (39) can be combined to give

the Jacobean

(46)

where

(47)

and

(48)

Again setting x5 = x6, Eq. (46) can be integrated to

obtain the general so1ution

(49)

where f3 is an arbitrary function. Using the appropriate

boundary conditions for a 1oca1ized vortex so1ution, we

obtain

(50)

Where 

Using the standard procedure, Eq. (50) can be solved in

cylindrical coordinates, both within and outside a circle

with a radius of a. Its solution takes the form of a tripolar

vortex.

5. Quadrupolar Vortex

Equation (50), can a1so be rewrite as

(51)


o

–
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In the above expressions, a8 = KB1/2, a9 = {KT1[1 +

1(1 + a7)]
1 + }/2, X = (x x5), and f4 is an arbitrary

function of the given argument and we choose it as a

1inear one, i.e.,  With this choice

of f4 we can rearrange the Eq. (51) defining new constants.

(52)

where 

6. Entropy Behavior

We have augmented the drift approximation below the

low-frequency  with an entropy drift, where

the ITG mode has a frequency of ω and the cyclotron

frequency of ions is ci = (eB0/mic), where e is the

magnitude of electron charge, c is the speed of light, and

mi is the mass of ions. Additionally, an electrostatic wave

can be expressed as  (where  is the wave

potential) [1].

Drift approximation with entropy is communicated as

(53)

Now tackle for entropy

(54)

Implementing perturbation technique

(55)

(56)

(57)

where (58)

(59)

After the addition of entropy, the new form of ion

continuity equation is

(60)

(61)

Dividing by no, we have

(62)

7. Entropy Drift and Non-linear Solution

We have studied how density, temperature, velocity

gradients, and magnetic fields can cause instability in

modified ion-acoustic waves and electrostatic drift waves

with entropy drift. At a particular point in the development

of the instability, non-linear effects appear to be significant

for the perturbed values at certain points. To assess this,

we used the same method of calculation and introduced

normalized parameters to incorporate entropy into eqs.

(25) and (26).

(63)

(64)

and

(65)

Invoking all these in Eq. (24), one has

(66)

(67)

From eq. (63), we have

(68)

E = – 
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(69)

Diving by 0, we arrive

(70)

8. Entropy Drift and Tri-polar Vortex

We are now searching for a stationary solution of eqs.

(34)-(39), with an entropy drift, known as the tripolar

vortex solution. To find this type of stationary vortex

solution in plasma with ion sheared flow and entropy

drift, we assume Gaussian profiles for density, temperature,

and magnetic field. This allows us to approximate KB =

KBO + KB1x and KT = KTO + KT1x. The perpendicular ion

flow velocity equilibrium is affected by entropy drift,

which is driven by a radial electric field . This

effect is incorporated in the E × B drift when entropy drift

is present, by expressing the total electrostatic potential as

a sum of the equilibrium o and perturbed ϕ potentials,

where o = (x x0)
2/2.

The effect of the equi1ibrium perpendicu1ar ion f1ow

ve1ocity with entropy drift, which is caused by a radia1

e1ectric fie1d, is incorporated in the drift in the present of

entropy drift, by writing the total e1ectrostatic potentia1

as a sum of the equilibrium 0 and perturbed  potentia1,

where o = (x  x0)
2/2. It is important to remember

that the equilibrium potential profile only describes linear,

perpendicular flows. By selecting KB and KT, and with

no scalar nonlinearity present.

Eq. (39) can be rewritten as follows:

(71)

where 

and . Although it is very difficult to

solve Eq. (24) analytically for a localized vortex solution,

setting x1 = x2 allows one to integrate the equation and

obtain a solution.

(72)

When x1 equals x2, it determines the phase velocity of the

vortex. f1 is a function of its argument. To ensure that

perturbations become zero at infinity, we must adhere to

this condition.

(73)

Inserting T in below equation this is satisfied by

(74)

(75)

where 

and f2 is an arbitrary function and we take it in the 1inear

form such that f2() = F2., we obtain

(76)

The above equations can be can be combined to give

the Jacobean

(77)

where

(78)

and

(79)

again setting , Eq. (28) can be integrated to

obtain the genera1 so1ution:

(80)

where f3 is an arbitrary function. Using the appropriate

boundary conditions for a 1oca1ized vortex so1ution, we

obtain


o

–

x5 = x6
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(81)

Where .

Eq. (81) can be solved using standard procedures in

cylindrical coordinates, both inside and outside a circle

with radius r = a. The solution is presented in the form of

a tripolar vortex.

9. Entropy Drift and Quadrupolar Vortex

Eq. (80) can a1so be rewrite as

(82)

Where 

 and f4 is an arbitrary function of the given

argument and we choose it as a 1inear one, i.e.,

. With this choice of f4, we can

rearrange the eq. (4.22) defining new constants. 

(83)

Where  and 

A localized general solution of quadrupolar vortex due to

entropy drift is shown in the above equation.

10. Conclusion

The study of entropy drift is essential to the transport of

mass and energy. Initially, we examined a numerical

model of tri-polar and quadrupolar vortexes in the

absence of entropy drift. Subsequently, a stationary

solution was derived to include entropy effects in both the

tri-polar and quadrupolar vortexes. This research opens

up new possibilities for researchers to investigate the

entropy effect in different plasma models. The findings

from this work will be used to further understand the role

of entropy drift in numerical models.
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